Plant Performance Services
Linking Lean with Reliability Training –
One Day
Who Should Attend?

Workshop Objectives:
•

•

Learn to apply “Lean Tools
and Concepts” to improve
reliability and maintenance
Achieve “Maintenance
Excellence” through
application of key lean
concepts and change
management techniques

What’s Included:
•

Expert facilitators with 30+
years’ experience in pump
reliability and lean

•

Real examples
demonstrating application
of lean in reliability and
maintenance

•

Exercises that apply lean
concepts to reliability
maintenance

•

Interactive methodologies

•

Networking Opportunities

•

Lunch time roundtable
discussion with trainers
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This one-day course is designed for individuals interested in applying “Lean Tools and
Concepts” to improve reliability and increase the effectiveness of reliability
professionals and the maintenance organization within their plant. It is recommended
for Plant Managers, Operations/Maintenance Managers, Reliability Managers,
Engineering Managers, Quality Managers, HR Managers and Training Managers or
anyone wanting to apply “Lean” to improve maintenance and reliability within their
facility.

What you will learn:
In this interactive workshop, participants learn to link lean with reliability, applying key
lean concepts and change management techniques to improve the effectiveness and
efficiency of reliability and maintenance within their plant. Topics include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Linking Lean with Reliability Overview
Optimizing Maintenance Strategies and Execution with Waste Elimination
Increasing Maintenance Effectiveness with 5S
Value Stream Mapping for Maintenance Improvements
Lean Maintenance and Reliability Exercise – Part I
Enhancing Maintenance Practices Using Six Key Lean Concepts
Continuous Improvement with Kaizen
Achieving “Maintenance Excellence” Using Change Management
Lean Maintenance and Reliability Exercise – Part II

For information:
• Open training classes, visit www.ittpps.com/learning.html or call 315-568-7548
(Note: Open classes include breakfast and lunch. Company group discount of
30% is awarded for 3 or more registrants.)
• Private or tailored offerings, call 800-734-7867
• ITT’s Plant Performance Services, visit www.ittpps.com

